
Personal scale with stand
78357835

Comfortable display height
Robust platform
Versatile functionalities
Mobile use
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The stand scale is the ideal scale for fitness studios, pharmacies, care or other social institutions. Due to the raised display,The stand scale is the ideal scale for fitness studios, pharmacies, care or other social institutions. Due to the raised display,
the weight value can be read off comfortably at eye level and through illuminated digits. The tread surface is robust and easythe weight value can be read off comfortably at eye level and through illuminated digits. The tread surface is robust and easy
to clean. The scale is a special highlight due to its various functionalities. For example, with the help of the hold function, theto clean. The scale is a special highlight due to its various functionalities. For example, with the help of the hold function, the
weight value can also be read off only after weighing. The mother-child weighing function enables the weight of small childrenweight value can also be read off only after weighing. The mother-child weighing function enables the weight of small children
who cannot yet stand on the scales themselves to be determined. The scale also calculates the BMI index. After entering yourwho cannot yet stand on the scales themselves to be determined. The scale also calculates the BMI index. After entering your
height, you will receive your BMI index immediately during weighing. With the integrated interface the values can beheight, you will receive your BMI index immediately during weighing. With the integrated interface the values can be
transmitted directly to a PC or printer.transmitted directly to a PC or printer.

The scale can be operated by a power supply unit or be used with batteries for mobile applications. The automatic switch-offThe scale can be operated by a power supply unit or be used with batteries for mobile applications. The automatic switch-off
function switches the scale off when not in use, thus ensuring that no unnecessary energy is consumed. Integrated castorsfunction switches the scale off when not in use, thus ensuring that no unnecessary energy is consumed. Integrated castors
also make it easy to transport the scale.also make it easy to transport the scale.

Order numberOrder number
Variation

ApprovableApprovable DivisionDivision 
g

Maximum loadMaximum load 
kg

7835.01.0017835.01.001
Stand scale

No 100 200

7835.01.0027835.01.002
Stand scale

No 100 300

Features

Automatic calculation of the BMI by entering the body height and the
determined weight value

Indication of weight and BMI

Extra large platform: 350 x 350 mm

Sturdy construction with aluminium stand

Bright luminous LC display, digit height 20 mm

Easy to clean surface

Taring function

Hold function for easy reading of the weight value after weighing

Mother and child weighing

Interface RS232 optional, for connection of a printer or PC

Switchable to kg/lb units

Energy-saving auto-off function

Battery operation with six Mignon batteries 1,5 V AA
(included in scope of delivery)

Power supply operation optional (see accessories)

Integrated wheels for the easy transport of the scale

Products
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Order numberOrder number
Variation

DescriptionDescription

2557.05.0022557.05.002 Power supply unit 100 - 240 V, 50-60 Hz

2557.25.0032557.25.003 UK exchange adapter

2550.03.0022550.03.002 Data cable (cable length 2 m)

2563.41.0052563.41.005 Interface RS 232, installed (must be included in the purchase order, no retrofit possible)

Accessories
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